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RSPCA Australia Puppy Factories Roundtable August 2010

DEATHROWPETS at this session is representing and speaking for:

 Alliance of Private Rescue and Action Groups
 Animal Rescue Taree
 Animal Rights and Rescue Group, Lismore
 Animal Protection Society, WA
 Beagle Rescue Vic
 Bendigo Animal Welfare & Community Services
 Caboolture Animal Rescue
 Cat Defence League, NSW
 Cat Rescue
 Companion Animal Action Group WA
 Dogs Homes of Tasmania
 Doggie Rescue, Sydney
 Dogs and the City Pet Shop
 DCH Animal Adoptions
 Dhurringile Dachshunds / Rescue & Rehoming
 Friends of Hawkesbury Pound
 Friends of the Hound NSW
 Friends of Pound Tweed NSW
 Grafton Animal Rescue
 Give Pets a Chance
 Greyhound Rescue, NSW
 Hunter Animal Watch
 Oscar’s Law
 Operation Toby
 PAWS
 Paws on the Coast  Pet Shop
 Pet’s Haven Victoria
 Prisoners for Profit
 Pug Rescue Vic
 Puppy Love Rescue, NSW
 Rescued with Love, Vic
 Rocky’s K9 Rescue, NSW
 Shenton Park Cat Haven WA
 Sydney Animal Second Chance Inc (SAS)
 The Animal rehoming Service
 The PAW Project
 The Winsome Constance Kindness Trust
 Victoria Dog Rescue
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Our position:

1. The issue with Puppy Factories/Farms/Mills is 2 fold:

 The inherent malpractices, cruelty and contravention of basic freedoms for animals
perpetrated by bad Breeders

 The number of additional animals pumped into a badly over-crowded market that cannot
sustain even more animals than there are currently

2. There is no such thing as a “good” or “bad” puppy farmer – they are all bad;
we do not accept the concept of “good “ puppy farms

3. We will not agree to cats and dogs being sold in pet shops, other than genuine
re-homable animals from genuine shelter and rescue groups where the pet
shop is working in partnership exclusively to rehome these animals. This is a
strategy we support.

4. We want an end to “back yard breeding”. We want to see penalties in place for
back yard breeders who sell animals for financial gain.

5. We insist on a cap on the numbers of breeding animals kept and bred by any
breeder, especially high volume producing “Greeders”.

6. We want licensing in place for all breeders, with associated animal welfare
standards – and effected in a way such that Government/Councils can turn on
or off the tap based on overall numbers arriving in pounds and shelters.

7. We want mandatory desexing of any animal sold or re-homed from  a pound or
shelter, or pet shop (whilst it is still legal for animal sales)

8. We want mandatory annual collection of council pound animal statistics from
every State in a nationally agreed format ( as per the NSW model)

9. We want the collection of statistics from vets as to how many healthy cats and
dogs are killed in vet surgeries at the request of the owner

10. We want the development of the same animal welfare legislation in each State

.
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”Retailers buy their animals from reputable sources.” PIAA ...........

1. In my work as a Vet Nurse, I’ve seen a lot of health and temperament problems with
puppies sold in pet shops.
I’ve seen puppies bought from pet shops that have not been vaccinated properly.
The pet shop starts out vaccinating them but when they don’t sell and continue to sit
in the window, they delay or don’t bother with further vaccinations. The new owner
comes in to the vet clinic with their new pup and we discover that vaccinations are
overdue.
I helped euthanase a poor little Maltese x who was bought from a pet shop. The
owners noticed within weeks of buying her that she was drinking a lot of water. The
vet discovered that she had been born with kidney failure. She lived to just before her
first birthday when I helped put her to sleep.
I’ve seen puppies sold to the most unsuitable homes both in terms of breed and the
type of house/building the new owner is living in. This leads to behavioural and
training problems.
I’ve seen happy friendly pet shop puppies change in their temperament after leaving
the glass box that they’ve lived in for many weeks. While in the unchanging,
unstimulating and unchallenging environment of the small glass box, they are not
being socialised and exposed to the real world. Those pups that are unlucky enough
to spend many weeks in a pet shop have difficulty adapting to the real world.”

2. “I know a PIAA pet shop member who accepts backyard bred puppies as young as
perhaps 5-6 wks (she is never 100% sure how old they are). These puppies are
constantly full of worms, covered in fleas, and anaemic. In recent discussion, she has
said she feels obligated to take them and sell them to a good home. However she
also knows she is encouraging this ‘breeder’ to continue breeding. For the pet shop
owner, she says she feels sorry for the puppies, and for the breeder it’s all about the
money. I have spoken to the pet shop owner about this problem our industry faces,
and the main concern that these puppies she sells, may not become desexed at
6mths, and could result in more puppies being born, and sold back to pet shops. It’s
a continuous cycle, and pet shop owners do not know how to change.” PIAA Member

3. “Perhaps PIAA should turn the wheel, and not only focus on responsible pet
ownership, but on educating its members on the harsh reality within our own industry.
I have been a past director of PIAA, and a continuous member since 1993, and I only
recently discovered how high the euthanasia rates were by a welfare group's email. I
also did not know how bad puppy mills are, or how many there are. I always buy free
range eggs, but I was completely oblivious to the fact that it’s not only chickens that
are kept in confined areas, but our beloved pets, caged 24/7, never seeing sunlight,
never having human companionship, never being thrown a ball, all for breeding
purposes to supply pet shops. It’s the harsh reality and it’s getting worse. We need to
change our thinking. PIAA members need to understand what they are encouraging.
They need to accept responsibility for their actions. We are killing 250,000 dogs/cats
every year, not all because of behavioural/medical reasons, but because nobody
wants them! We buy those cute little puppies from pet shops as an impulse buy, just
like a new handbag, and then the novelty wears off, the puppy grows up, and it’s not
cute anymore.
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Whose fault is it? The breeders? The pet shops? The industry? Who cares whose
fault it  is...let’s ALL do something about it, because at the end of the day, it’s the
pet that suffers”.

4 “I work in a pet store and one that doesn't sell puppies and kittens.
It's amazing once you start chatting to people about puppy farms, byb and pet shops
they really take notice. For the best part of my life I have hated pet shops that sell
puppies and kittens.
And now that I have some spare time I volunteer at a shelter. This makes me
determined to spread the word even more.
I find the whole system so confusing. I'm not highly educated but I'm not stupid.
To me it seems so simple. Shut these places down. And if governments aren’t going
to do anything about it why don't they throw some cash towards rescue that survive
on a shoe string budget.
There is a woman who has been farming puppies for over 13 years in suburbia, near
me. She has been supplying all the petstores including our fav PP. 12 months ago
she opened a disgusting shop to sell her pups from. I had to go in only to find she
was selling them out of cardboard boxes. There were 3 whippets with no blankets or
warmth, front door open, on a main road. There were so many pups and it was filthy.
I raced home rang council and a few days later they did an audit. She remains open
however I couldn't resist and went back the place was worse. My heart was racing
and I was so red in the face with anger. Again I called the council. It was coincidence
that it was 12 months ago that I first reported her. There have been several
complaints made about this place and she was due for her 12 month audit and she is
going to court.
I have also found out that she has had cruelty charges against her and has several
other outlets. So I guess this means that she will still be able to operate elsewhere?”

You CAN do something positive to reduce the 250,000 healthy
cats and dogs destroyed in Australian pounds and shelters each year

If you really care about animals, you will want to be part of the solution
Thank you for your support
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The Dog Lovers Emporium

August 2010

Dear Paul

As a pet free pet shop I am often amazed at the amount of ignorance among the general public as to

where exactly pet shops source their animals and what health and regulatory conditions apply to the

sale of them.

I am contacted at least once a week by people trying to sell litters of puppies, some using the

“accidental litter” excuse, and some quite blatantly offering a variety of breed x’s. Only today

someone trying to sell Husky puppies contacted me.  These calls are often cut dramatically short when

you start to ask too many questions. As a single outlet pet shop if you calculate that a litter usually

consists of 4 – 6 puppies, an offer of at least one litter per week, my shop alone would have had on

offer approximately 1570 puppies over the past 6 years. At a price of often more than $1000 per

puppy, this equates to a conservative estimate of over $1,500,000 in pet sales alone. A shopping mall

pet chain would be selling many times this number of puppies. No wonder PIAA is fighting to keep

this form of revenue flowing.

I have also been in contact with a breeder who offered me all number of breed mixes from Cavalier's,

Chihuahua's, Pugaliers, Cockers, Foxy, Jack r's, Poodle, Spoodle, Shelties, Maltese, Pappions, and

even an English Sheepdog mix. These puppies were to wholesale from between $250 - $500.

They would be couriered over the border from Victoria where the puppies would be handed over to

me in a McDonalds car park. This is hardly an above board method of purchase.

I was told to take out insurance at $4.60 per kilo, as there was a good chance that some puppies would

die in transport. She suggested that her dogs were all healthy as they were kept in raised wire

bottomed cages for easy cleaning. Apparently not too much concern was paid to the discomfort of the

dogs or the pain and damage this would cause to their feet.

She also mentioned, as a presumed form of reference, that she supplied various Pets Paradise stores in

Victoria and NSW.

Another huge problem is the general public’s lack of knowledge as to what they are to expect form a

pet shop puppy in regards to age at sale, microchipping, vaccination and worming. More times than I
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would like to remember I have had customers come in with puppies freshly purchased from shopping

mall pet chains sold well below the regulation 8 weeks of age. Not only has the shop done this against

pet shop sale regulations, but the customer has had no idea how wrong this is ethically and for the

health of the puppy. Also quite regularly these puppies are, un-wormed, and un-microchipped. On

some occasions I have quite seriously questioned the health of the puppies involved and have indeed

had reports back from customers grateful for my input, as they have had to hospitalise their new puppy

because of health problems directly after purchase. These problems can be anything from intestinal

illnesses to parvo.

It has also been my experience that very few pet shops actually know what kind of cross breeds they

are selling. Having purchased their livestock from rather dubious breeders this is not of any great

surprise. Also as pet shops tend to hire rather young inexperienced staff, the information dished out to

the unsuspecting pet buyer is usually of next to no use or value. As a dog trainer and behavioural

counsellor with some 15 years experience I have quite a reasonably knowledge of dog breeds and their

behavioural traits, and I can assure you that the information many people are given upon purchase of

their puppies is pure rubbish, and in some cases capable of not only causing harm, but most likely to

result in the re-homing of the dog as it turns into something the owner is totally unprepared for.

As a retail business owner I can well understand the need for any business in this hard economic

market to want to sell as much and as often as is physically possible. This is where the problem lays

with the sale of pets in shops. It is a clash of cultures. You want to buy your product for as little as

possible and turn over your stock as fast as possible. To do this you need to source puppies cheaply

and sell them to the first person who wants them, otherwise your costs eat into the very important

profit margin. To suggest that this is not the case is a fallacy. No retail enterprise sells something

unless it is profitable, to do otherwise would be to go out of business. And that is the impasse, you

cannot ethically sell an animal and make a profit at the same time. Something has to give, and it is and

always will be the health and welfare of the animals involved.
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